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Legal notice 
 
This report was prepared in good faith by collecting knowledge 
readily available on the Internet about the coronavirus and its 
effects on the medical, economic and legal sectors. There is 
however absolutely no assurance that any statement contained 
or cited in this touching on medical/economic/legal matters is 
true, correct, precise, or up to date. Even if a statement made 
about medicine, the economic or legal systems is accurate, it 
may not apply to you or your particular situation or symptoms, 
respectively. 
 
For any inquiries about the report and its contents, please contact 
the author of the paper: 
 
Mr. Dan Irimie, attorney at law –  
Cluj Bar Association, Romania 
 
Telephone: +40-741-174427 
E-mail: hello@redcase.eu 
 
First published on www.redcase.eu on March 16th, 2020 
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Q1: What are the signs of Coronavirus? 
 
First symptoms of Coronavirus disease include fever and dry 
cough.1 Sneezing and runny nose are not common. 
 
 
Q2: Is there a treatment for the 
Coronavirus disease (COVID-19)? 
 
Like in the case of the common cold or the flu, paracetamol it is 
thought to alleviate symptoms if taken in the first days of the 
infection. 
 
No other medicines are required for mild cases. Water intake is 
especially important. 
 
For major cases, especially in the elderly, current protocols 
around the world suggest Kaletra (a combination of lopinavir and 
ritonavir) and Plaquenil (hydroxychloroquine) as first line 
treatments for patients diagnosed with COVID-19 which present 
strong symptoms.2 
 
Lopinavir and ritonavir, which are currently used for HIV 
treatment, were shown to be most effective in treating similar 
coronavirus diseases in a 2017 study.3 
 

 
1 HSE, Symptoms, causes and treatment. Coronavirus (COVID-19). Link 
2 “Physicians work out treatment guidelines for coronavirus”, published in Korea Biomedical 
Review, 13/02/2020, Link 
3 Dayer M R, Taleb-Gassabi S, Dayer M S. Lopinavir; A Potent Drug against Coronavirus Infection: 
Insight from Molecular Docking Study, Arch Clin Infect Dis. 2017 ; 12(4):e13823. doi: 
10.5812/archcid.13823 
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While Kaletra is also available in Europe, the drug is generally 
expensive. Generic alternatives (for example Lopimune) can be 
ordered from Indian laboratories through online pharmacies like 
www.fixhiv.com. Cluj-based Terapia also holds an authorisation 
for this medicine and they confirmed to us in January it can enter 
production if needed. 
 
These therapies are currently applied in Korea where the death 
toll remains relatively low. However, they are not advised for 
prophylaxis or mild symptoms. 
 
 
Q3: Is there a therapy for prevention of 
Coronavirus? 
 
Catalonia starts on Monday a 21-day trial to see if antiretroviral 
therapies like PreP (pre exposure prophylaxis) and PEP (post 
exposure prophylaxis) could work on stopping people catching 
the virus and passing it to others, respectively.4 

According to current studies these therapies are up to 100% 
effective if adherence to the treatment is good (as shown in the 
IPERGAY study),5 because they stop HIV multiplying itself in the 
organism, which doctors expect to replicate in the case of 
Coronavirus. 

 
 

 
4 “Vergés anuncia un assaig clínic a Catalunya per tractar el coronavirus”, published in El 
Periódico, 15/03/2020, Link 
5 Molina JM, Capitant C, Spire B, Pialoux G, Cotte L, Charreau I, et al. (December 2015). "On-
Demand Preexposure Prophylaxis in Men at High Risk for HIV-1 Infection". The New England 
Journal of Medicine. 373 (23): 2237–46. doi:10.1056/NEJMoa1506273. PMID 26624850 
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Q4: Are there reasons to panic? 
 
No.  

Reports show that the virus already existed in Europe in January, 
and the first confirmed patient died in Spain as early as February.6 
That means we were already assisting an epidemic by then, 
although patients were not yet tested routinely for the virus.  

Current numbers of infection represent patients that were tested 
because they were known to be at risk for contracting the virus 
(travelling abroad, etc.) However, when this will stop within the 
following weeks, we will only test patients which are admitted into 
emergency units; that is why the number of diagnosed people is 
expected to decrease just as it did in China. 

That will not mean that the pandemic has come to a stop, it just 
means we are not testing people with mild or no symptoms at all. 

In East Asia, as sanitary units got adjusted to the new virus, aside 
from a ban on large public gatherings and forced isolation for 
diagnosed patients, life goes pretty much as usual. Strong 
measures like avoiding going outside could prove 
counterproductive, as they will increase the rate of comorbidities 
as diabetes, IBS, obesity. In turn, gatherings in closed, non-
ventilated, environments will most likely help spread the virus. 

However, it is doubtful if measures such as freezing public 
services (like the judiciary, schools) are of any help. On the 
contrary, such measures seem exaggerated as kids seem not to 
spread the virus and court hearings could be scheduled to avoid 
gatherings of large crowds. The UK avoided taking such 

 
6 “Coronavirus: Spain reports first death, a man who died on Feb 13”, published in Strait Times, 
04/03/2020, Link 
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measures, but the pandemic seems not to be any different than in 
Spain or Italy. 

Declaring emergency state could block economic activity without 
any proven benefit, as the virus was shown to exist in Europe as 
early as January without causing major disturbances to the 
medical system at that point. 

 
Q5: How deadly is the virus? 
 
Based on current knowledge, if you have no know comorbidities 
it is highly unlikely that you will suffer complications.  

We cannot really estimate the death rate of the virus as no one is 
doing extensive testing. In order to get relevant data, we would 
need to test entire communities, not only patients who got in 
contact with knows subjects. We would also need to test patients 
for traces of the virus, as they might have had the virus and 
recovered. For instance, Germany (0,2%) and South Korea (0,9%) 
– which did more intensive testing – reported extremely lower 
number of deaths, suggesting that there are many more patients 
in Spain who contracted the virus but never got tested. 

Also, many of the deaths can be attributed to the absence of 
pharmaceutical interventions (medication and vaccines),7 
however by now there are some medicines which showed 
efficiency in practice. 

 
7 Mizumoto K, Chowell G. Estimating risk for death from 2019 novel coronavirus disease, China, 
January–February 2020. Emerg Infect Dis. 2020 Jun [date 
cited]. https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2606.200233 
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For comparison, the flu caused an estimated average of 17,017 
deaths over four winter seasons between 2013 and 2017 in Italy, 
peaking at 24,981 deaths in the winter of 2016/2017.8 

 

Q6: Will my bank cancel my mortgage? 
 
No. 

Because people suddenly switched to electronic payments, 
banks are overwhelmed these days with cash. That is why they 
suddenly decided to not impose interests if you don’t pay your 
mortgage on time.  

You thought it was humanitarian grounds? Think twice. 

Banks are not interested in storing money so now it is the time to 
contract new credits as banks will be more than eager to 
negotiate lower interest rates. Actually, national banks all over the 
world decided to increase the reference interest rate in order to 
make sure banks are not giving money for free, as that would 
soon lead to a collapse in the financial and banking system.  

 
Q7: What to do next? 
 
As public gatherings should be avoided, going into fresh air is 
certainly not to avoid. Also, as few complicated cases were seen 
in the elderly, isolation measures should target primarily the 
elderly. 

 
8 Aldo Rosano, Antonino Bella, Francesco Gesualdo, Anna Acampora, Patrizio Pezzotti, Stefano 
Marchetti, Walter Ricciardi, Caterina Rizzo (May 2019). “Investigating the impact of influenza on 
excess mortality in all ages in Italy during recent seasons (2013/14–2016/17 seasons)”. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijid.2019.08.003  
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While gyms are high risk locations, this fact could be 
overbalanced by the boost that fitness gives to the immune 
system. Either way, if you want to avoid gyms or if your local gym 
closed, you are strongly advised to continue training at home. 

Businesses were recommended to switch to work from home 
programmes in order to avoid the spread of the virus. If you are 
however required to remain in the office, it is strongly advised that 
you open the windows in shared workspaces. 

State institutions and courts are advised to use electronic means 
for communication. 

At home we should make sure that rooms are properly ventilated, 
so keeping a window open should be a must. 

Also, cash payments should be avoided if possible. 
 
 
Q8: Why are some measures necessary? 
 
Epidemiology is a play of chances. Measures are not directed at 
protecting you personally, instead they are meant to decrease 
overall transmission rates of the virus.  

So, while it is advisable to be as strict as you can with your 
personal hygiene, this does not give you the right to harass other 
persons who fail to apply the same level of isolation as you do.  

Some of them might have had the virus and recovered which 
might have caused them to ease on the measures. Others prefer 
to not isolate themselves at home if they don’t present 
symptoms.  

Regardless of their motive, please understand that not all 
precautionary measures which circulate in the media nowadays 
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are directed by the government and some can be classified as 
media intoxication.  

For instance, fresh air walks by oneself or in small groups are 
more beneficial than staying at home and receiving visits from 
others. 

 

Q9: Who are the heroes? 
 
Everyone. Certainly, doctors are heroes in white coats. However, 
we would like to acknowledge the IT engineers keeping our 
businesses running online, the cashiers at the local supermarkets, 
drivers in public transport, the various delivery guys and call 
centre employees which keep our life running. 

Please keep in mind that not every doctor is qualified in 
epidemiology so your primary source of information on 
precautionary measures should be your respective government 
and the WHO. Smartphone apps and hotlines provided by EU 
governments are readily available: 

§  Romania: http://www.ro-alert.ro; 0800800358 
§  Austria: 0800 555 621 
§  The Netherlands: https://crisis.nl/nl-alert  
§  Spain: 900 102 112 (Madrid), 061 (Barcelona) 

 
 
Q10: Whom does this situation benefit? 
 
No one. Virtually no one. Nada. 

Big pharmaceutical companies must invest millions in research 
for cures which might only be approved when the pandemic is 
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over. Netflix has to invest in larger streaming capabilities and 
expand their catalogue without increasing the monthly fee if they 
want to remain competitive. Banks and consultants risk getting 
out of business because of non-performant credits.  

After a short spike, food stores are now empty. Everyone’s nerves 
are on the brink of collapse. 

 

Q11: How can lawyers help? 
 
Lawyers and other consultants can give you advice on your 
businesses, however they cannot foresee the outcome of the 
crisis more than you can. Any advice related to the crisis will 
come with strong disclaimer notices. That is why you should 
continue running your businesses while only slowly adapting to 
the new situation in order to give time for any legal issues to arise 
and be addressed accordingly. 
 
Taking drastic measures overnight (which were not imposed by 
official authorities) under pressure from employees or buzz prime 
time media might seem tempting but will eventually damage your 
business. Just raise awareness and prompt people to carefully 
follow on their hygiene or work from home if possible.  
 
Your lawyer can advise you on moving your business online, 
obtaining transport licenses for delivery services as well as 
temporarily suspending your activity or your debts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


